
Quietly unravelling since 2019

We’ve been missing our pre-lockdown business strategy meetings, i.e. supporting Caffè Nero (where one latte is never 
enough), but have made hay while the sun was more or less shining in windy Westerhope. Emily also took the brave 
decision to bail on her part-time job in town; as well as counting sheep, she’s now doing a teaching course (TEFL –
Teaching English as a Foreign Language), which rather brilliantly means we can both work from home, thus continuing to 
combat the unexpected, and hitherto anachronistic plague.

Speaking of Covid-19, and obviously it doesn’t seriously register in the tragic grand scheme of things, but our 2020 plans 
in terms of using country fair sales as a launch of sorts, have been well and truly scuppered, and we’ve switched to an 
entirely online focus (for now at least). Indeed, instead of being at the County Show for our 1st wedding anniversary, and 
generally getting the gang back together one year on, we went on an epic excursion to Stamfordham (which actually 
seemed like a massive treat at the time, even though it’s just a few miles down the road).

Which brings us through to today, Wednesday 16th September, and 100 sleeps, or as we’ve put it sheeps until Christmas. 
We’re selling via Etsy: https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/SimplySheepishCrafts

It would be really great if you could check it out, plus our website www.simplysheepish.co.uk and please do find and 
follow us on Instagram and Facebook if you’re so inclined.

We’re planning a monthly newsletter, so October should be with you in a fortnight (and then it’ll generally be the fourth 
Wednesday of the month after that – just in case you need to make an entry in your digital diary [what do you mean, no 
one else has Obsessive Calendar Disorder – how does one bring order to the chaos otherwise?!]). If you’d prefer not to 
receive these emails, we’ll be grossly offended (or I will be on Emily’s behalf [she’s far too nice to be doing this]), but 
comply with sadness: just send an email with ‘Unsubscribe’ in the subject line and we’ll do our best to forgive you (in 
time…).

Yours with attempted anonymity,

The Shepherd,

Guest Editor – don’t worry, Emily will do the next one (which will be better written, with shorter sentences).

An update from Simply Sheepish

Somewhere back in the mists of pre-Coronavirus time, when social distancing 
just meant crossing the street to avoid someone you’d rather not talk to, we 
decided to rebrand [if that’s not too fancy a word for a fledgling cottage 
industry] from Vicarage HQ to Simply Sheepish, partly to suit Emily’s 
personality and also because the sheep were by far our most popular 
product at the parish Christmas Fair last year and we decided to go with it… 
Stationery has made a bit of a comeback recently, but essentially it’s felting 
all the way!  Also, we moved from individual animals to kits as Emily was 
developing RSI/turning her fingers into a pin cushion and the yelping was 
becoming a concern. [The Tiny Loaf Cakes (TLC was I maintain, a brilliant 
name) were decommissioned after some moderately insulting 
comments/constructive criticism from Emily’s brother on Instagram (to be fair, 
he had a point – even I thought the mix for the beetroot version resembled 
fleshy innards, alarmingly gruesome to behold).] 

www.simplysheepish.co.uk

https://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/SimplySheepishCrafts

